VIRTUAL BADGE

The Virtual Badge is available for all students enrolled in a Unimore degree programme from the A.Y. 2023-24, authenticated on www.esse3.unimore.it with SPID or identified in person at the Registrar's Office.

The badge is available digitally within the UNIMORE app and can be displayed on the smartphone, making it very convenient to use.

The Virtual Badge can be used as an identification document, replacing the traditional Student Card; it contains all the information needed to identify the student, such as name, surname, matriculation number and department. The students can use it to prove that they are enrolled at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia.

It must be also used for access to libraries, for subscription to local transport, and if shown to the appropriate locations entitles you to discounts and facilities for students (http://www.unimore.it/servizistudenti/tempolibero.html).

It is the identification document that shall be shown to the teacher when taking the exams.

**Erasmus/other exchange mobility programmes incoming students:** the virtual badge will be available and active after your immatriculation. In order to be immatriculated at UNIMORE, upon your arrival in Italy, please contact the International Relations Office: Erasmus incoming students: incoming.erasmus@unimore.it; other exchange mobility programmes incoming students: moreoverseas@unimore.it.

VIRTUAL BADGE AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

To activate the urban public transport subscription, you need to go to the central ticket office of the bus station: in Modena, at the bus station in Piazza Cittadella; in Reggio Emilia, at the bus station in Piazzale Europa.

The “Mi muovo” subscription may be activated at the counters of Trenitalia.

For more information about the MI MUOVO transport offer, please visit the following link https://www.tper.it/biglietti-abbonamenti/mi-muovo.

DOWNLOAD UNIMORE app